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ABSTRACT
Access to the most relevant and current information is critical to financial analysis and decision making. Historically,
financial news has been discovered through company press
releases, required disclosures and news articles. More recently, social media has reshaped the financial news landscape, radically changing the dynamics of news dissemination. In this paper we discuss the ways in which Twitter, a
leading social media platform, has contributed to changes in
this landscape. We explain why today Twitter is a valuable
source of material financial information and describe opportunities and challenges in using this novel news source for
financial information discovery.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Engagement in financial markets requires reliable, relevant and current financial information. Determining the financial value of a company and evaluating it as an investment opportunity, estimating fair value of assets such as
commodities or illiquid fixed income instruments, and analyzing long term potential of different sectors of the economy
are all information intensive tasks. Financial market participants are in constant search of new data to inform these
analyses. Market behavior is driven by many factors, one
of the most important being events such as e.g. mergers
or acquisitions, issuance of new stock or legal action. Such
events, materialized as news stories, tweets, audio, video and
even images, change the financial landscape and reveal critical information about companies and the financial world.1
1
While our focus is on news as a significant driver of market
behavior, others have proposed different factors [27].
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Financial events are well represented in textual sources, and
thus we ignore automated analysis of video and images for
the purposes of this paper.
For many years, financial information was primarily disseminated slowly through formal channels. Companies would
issue press releases and submit filings required by regulators
(e.g. 10K or 10Q), whereas newspapers would provide coverage of these and general news events. The news cycle
moved relatively slowly as information trickled on a roughly
daily basis. The information age changed this, allowing for
extremely rapid information dissemination. News organizations could push content to financial analysts nearly instantaneously, and electronic wire services provided new, albeit
controlled, channels for fast information access. Today, tools
such as the Bloomberg Terminal provide access to an unparalleled amount of financial information, including over one
million news stories published per day. Financial news discovery happens nearly instantly, as informed investors are
notified the moment new content is published.
The rise of social media is once again transforming financial news discovery and ushering in a new age of information access. Social media platforms such as Twitter make it
easy for anyone to share information instantly with the entire world. Twitter breaks the traditional controlled channel
model, allowing anyone to share information directly with
financial industry actors. In this way, Twitter has become
the world’s newswire, an information source to which everyone can contribute. The Bloomberg terminal provides a
curated stream of nearly half a million financially relevant
tweets per day, and Twitter has rapidly become one of most
popular information sources in the Bloomberg ecosystem.
As of 2013, the SEC allows companies in the United States
to use Twitter and Facebook for public disclosure.2 This
regulatory change is one of the factors that transformed social media into the powerful force it is today.
These changes create tremendous opportunities, as well as
challenges, to the research community. Twitter is quite unlike traditional news both in terms of language and the type
of information it contains [42]. In this paper, we summarize these opportunities and challenges, providing perspective into the financial news ecosystem as a leading financial
information company.

2.

FINANCIAL NEWS IN TWITTER

While there are many social media sites, Twitter leads as a
news discovery platform because of its overall popularity, the
2
https://www.sec.gov/News/PressRelease/Detail/
PressRelease/1365171513574

easily digestible form of its content, because most tweets are
shared publicly, and because it has historically had a news
focus [30, 25]. As a result, much of financial news discovery
has focused on Twitter.
Where does financial news come from on Twitter? What
motivates different people to share information on Twitter?
What type of financial content is shared on Twitter? Authors of tweets are a diverse group of individuals, reflecting
a broad range of interests and backgrounds from all over the
world. Such a heterogenous group is difficult to characterize;
indeed, we constantly encounter new and fascinating types
of tweets. However, broadly speaking, the major contributors to Twitter financial news fall into five categories.
Journalists and traditional news organizations contribute
a large percentage of financial news on Twitter. Reporters
often tweet to build a reputation and share breaking news
before writing an article to ensure a scoop. Twitter is now
an important part of many journalists’ portfolios [2, 54].
Companies and their representatives have turned to Twitter for a direct line of communication with the financial
world. They promote their products and highlight important developments, giving analysts insight into a company’s
thinking and priorities. Similarly, government agencies,
central banks and politicians use Twitter to share information important to their interests [51]. Activist investors,
who seek changes in a company, use Twitter to influence
other investors and the financial world. Finally, citizen
journalists - individuals without an official position in the
press - use Twitter as their newswire [22]. They often provide first glimpses into major social and political unrest [31]
as well as disasters [52].
What type of financial information appears on Twitter?
Financial news coverage is traditionally distributed over a
number of broad topics such as securities (equities, foreign
exchange, fixed income, commodities, derivatives), events
such as mergers and acquisitions, regulation, compliance
and others. Twitter is biased to general news, but the content can touch upon these specialized topics. In addition to
tweets that report breaking events, rumor and speculation
can be informative as it reflects investor mood and outlook.
This type of content can be infrequent, often produced by
financial professionals or journalists and not by the Twitter population as a whole. Therefore, Twitter can provide
a complementary role to traditional news sources, reporting
information that may not yet have risen to the level requiring a formal article. This presents different news gathering
challenges, as we discuss below.

3.

OPPORTUNITIES OF TWITTER

Many believe that Twitter discovers and reports news
faster than traditional news organizations [24, 57]. While
Twitter does cover many minor events that are not reported
by traditional media [42], the story for information material
to the financial industry and market moving events is much
more complex. First, many traditional news organizations
that lack their own real time distribution product post their
content to Twitter first [23, 3]. Thus, frequently the first
report on Twitter comes from a traditional journalist, who
also links to her organization’s website. Second, literature
suggests that often traditional news outlets report an event
first, while the first tweet follows thereafter [42, 38]. However, since many events are broken by small media outlets,
unknown to the majority of the public, Twitter can iden-

tify these stories and share them with a wider audience who
would normally not read the original media outlet. While
Twitter may not be the first source, many people experience
Twitter as their source for breaking news events. Given the
structure of Twitter workflow (e.g. re-tweeting as a way of
sharing), identifying stories as they spread through social
media can be an effective way to identify major news events
from a financial news discovery standpoint.
Beyond news discovery, there is work on analyzing tweets
to extract financially relevant information. For example,
several papers have looked at predicting market movements
[32, 4], asset values [56] and market events [48], or using
Twitter, with a focus on correlating the mood of a population with the direction of financial markets [5, 53]. Others
have found that tweet sentiment correlates with consumer
confidence [37, 10]. More generally, Twitter has been widely
used in a range of other fields to measure population level
trends, such as sociolinguistics [17], political science [37],
and public health [40]. This work suggests that wisdom of
the crowd methods can yield additional opportunities for
financial analysis.

4.

CHALLENGES OF TWITTER

Lack of traditional quality control makes identifying, organizing, and understanding Twitter much harder than news.
We briefly summarize a few of the key challenges.
First, the number of tweets far exceeds the amount of
traditional news traffic, presenting substantial technological
challenges. However, only a small fraction of these messages
matter to financial analysts; finding the right tweets can
be difficult [11]. While researchers have considered tweet
recommendation systems [43, 44, 21, 1, 8], it remains a nontrivial challenge to find the right tweet for the right person
at the right time. This is even more complex for identifying
tweets in real-time, as opposed to recommending content at
rest [45]. While traditional news discovery can rely on how
often a news event is reposted and commented on, important news in finance can happen without anyone retweeting
or liking it. This makes importance identification more difficult, as re-tweets are not an accurate proxy for news value.
Second, while many tweets may be carrying relevant content, they often report identical information. An analyst
should not be inundated by thousands of identical reports
for large news events. Event tweet clustering can help [41,
46], but natural language processing of Twitter is substantially more difficult than news [15]. This means that there is
a need for improved NLP algorithms for twitter that cover
the range of tasks in standard NLP pipelines, such as named
entity recognition, relation extraction and event extraction.
Additionally, some work has considered how relevant tweets
can be linked to news stories [18, 55].
Third, verification presents a unique challenge in Twitter.
Traditional news outlets carefully present both information
and an estimate as to it’s quality. Rumors, when reported
in news, are reported as such. In contrast, news propagated
on Twitter suffers from a lack of verification, making some
tweet content inaccurate or outright false [50, 19]. Rumors
often travel quickly and are reposted by a wide range of
users. How and why rumors spread on Twitter has been the
subject of several studies [34, 26, 12]. Therefore, we require
means for the identification of rumors and measurement of
tweet credibility [6]. Yet a fully automated approach cannot
solve this problem; ultimately a reader will need to make a

judgement as to the information’s reliability. This decision
can be aided by methods that contextualize tweets [35], such
as displaying inferred location [16, 20, 47, 9, 7, 28, 39, 14,
13] or topic context [29, 33].
While information verification is important, Twitter is not
just about fact finding. Prices of securities are driven in
large part by expectation; thus, opinions and rumors can
drive markets just as much as true reports of material events
[36, 49]. A pertinent example is mergers and acquisitions,
where rumors and speculation can reveal early signals that
move markets. Even false reports can also be of interest
to investors if they have market impact. Compounding the
discovery problem are adversarial actors attempting to manipulate markets through false information. The integration
of measures of credibility, opinion and financial importance
remains an open challenge.

5.

CONCLUSION

As the world’s newswire, Twitter is changing the way in
which financial analysts and investors discover news. While
sharing of information via social media has already changed
the financial news world, we are only at the beginning of
this new age. There remain numerous opportunities for new
technologies and applications to shape the financial news
landscape for years to come.
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